When it comes to setting the standard in tunnel car wash systems, we’ll be the first to admit we’re a little obsessed. Our single-minded focus on customizing the most complete and well thought-out tunnel solutions has paid dividends to car wash operators throughout North America, boosting performance and volume while driving down costs and labor. Now add in our total service commitment and extensive network of expert distributors and that’s a preoccupation worth looking into.
PERFORMANCE PLUS TUNNEL SYSTEMS

Designed for 90 cars per hour or more, the Performance Plus Tunnel system is a full service tunnel that offers the car wash operator flexibility, durability and ease of operation while focusing on two key issues; cleaner cars and higher profits. Performance Plus Tunnels allow for complete wash control and accuracy by including independent controls and modem-linking capability for remote diagnosis. It consists of a wide range of top quality wash components designed for high throughputs, low maintenance, site specific ordering, upsell capability and the reduction of manual prep labor.

The Tech 21 delivers the perfect dry for all types of vehicles including those hard-to-dry vehicle backs and side mirrors. With its revolutionary SMART nozzle, the Tech 21 gives you complete drying control. You can easily control the amount and direction of airflow with the use of its hand-held remote controller. The Tech 21 also offers the ultimate in flexibility by featuring package systems or as a customized Pro-Build system.

Evolution RS1000 Top Brush
- Cantilever design for mounting on either side of wash bay
- Available in hydraulic drive or electric drive versions
- Minimal space requirements
- Utilizes Envirosoft 2 Generation foam
- Removes front window eyebrows and cleans upper back windows of SUV’s and mini vans
- Foggining of vehicle extrusions such as antennas, roof racks and bug shields

Minimum Wash Bay Requirements:
- Tunnel Length: 65’ (19.76M)
- Tunnel Width: 16’ (4.88M)
- Tunnel Height: 12’ (3.66M)
- Electrical: 70HP
- Water: 85GPM (322LPM) @ 50PSI (3.5BAR)
- Air: 5HP (13CFM) @ 120PSI (8.6BAR)

SuperFlex
RS-701 SuperFlex Wraparound
The SuperFlex wrap-around combines the simplicity of a flex wrap with the gentle pressure of a high side washer. It offers hydraulic brush clutching, license plate and rear wiper protection, stainless steel manifolds and a short shaft design. With its increased dwell time and controlled cleaning pressures, it reaches hard-to-clean areas while providing gentle pressure to delicate areas.
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GET MACNEIL
About MacNeil Wash Systems
MacNeil Wash Systems was established in 1982. The Company designs and manufactures quality car wash systems for the tunnel car wash industry and for the automotive dealer, fleet and rental markets. MacNeil products are engineered to provide superior cleaning performance, reduced maintenance, increased production, maximum cost savings and equipment longevity. All MacNeil equipment is backed by our focus on service excellence. We distribute and support our products through a North American network of more than 40 distributors that is second to none in capability and performance.

To find out more about MacNeil Tunnel Systems, visit www.macneilwash.com or call us toll-free at 1-800-361-7797.